
Operating Instructions

Model:  GCPF315

40cm DC Pedestal Fan with WiFi



WiFi – Downloading and Setting up APP

For WiFi, the APP is supported only on 2.4GHz WiFi channels.
Please ensure your phone is 2.4GHz capable.

Read and agree to the Privacy Policy.

Tap REGISTER in the centre of the screen.
If you already have an existing account, then you 
can Log In.

Download Goldair mobile APP
• Open the APP Store or Google Play on your 

mobile phone.
• Open “Search” and enter “Goldair"
• Click  “GET” and begin to download and install.

Once downloaded to your phone open the APP



WiFi – Downloading and Setting up APP

You need to register an email address. 

Enter you email address then press “Get authentication code”.



Pairing APP to Fan

Enter the verification code that you will receive by email or text message

Next you will be prompted to Set a Password. The password must contain 6 - 20 characters and must be a 

mix of letters and numbers.



Plug the fan into the mains power and make sure 
the mains power switch is on.

On your phone open the Goldair app.
Then tap the “+” button at the top right of the 
screen.

Pairing APP to Fan



Pairing APP to Fan

Press and hold the ON/OFF button on the fan for 5 
seconds.  A beep will sound indicating the fan is 
trying to connect to the WiFI and to the app on the 
phone. The WiFI LED on the control panel of the fan 
will start to blink every second indicating its in the 
WiFi connecting mode.

Tap ‘Next Step” on the phone.

Choose/confirm which WiFi to connect to.
Note: your phone may pick up other WiFi signals 
(e.g. neighbours) so you will need to choose.

Enter your WiFi password

XXXXXX

The phone will then connect to the fan.
Ensure you have a good strong signal from your 
WiFi router.

Note: The WiFi indicator on the fan may go off 
during this pairing process.

Once complete the screen showing “device added 
successfully” will appear.

Rename the fan if desired.

Tap “Completed” to continue.



Pairing APP to Fan

When the phone interface shows the addition is
successful, and the WIFI indicator on the fan 
will stop flashing.

The fan pairing is complete and the main
control screen on your phone will appear showing
the fan as ON.

If the phone and fan fail to connect, then you will need to try to connect again as per the above 
process.



Operating your Fan from the APP

Mobile phone remote operation (connect fan 
power and turn on the side switch, so that the fan 
is in standby mode).

POWER
Open the “GOLDAIR" APP to select the fan (when 
using one mobile phone to control multiple fans, 
you need to select the fan to be operated).

• Select the fan to be operated and enter the 
operation interface.

If the graphic of the fan blade is  the color is grey, 
this indicates that the fan is in the OFF standby 
setting.

• Tap the Power icon and the fan will turn on.
The graphic of the fan blade will now turn white 
and begin rotating.

• You can now control the fan.

• To turn the fan off again tap the Power icon and 
the fan blade graphic will revert to the grey 
colour.

MODE
There are 3 modes the fan can go into. To select 
the mode press the Mode icon.

NORMAL – this is the standard and default mode of 
the fan. 12 Speed settings
NATURAL – this mode attempts to mimic the 
outdoor natural wind type of by constantly 
changing the wind speed. 3 speed settings
SLEEP – this mode is very similar to natural mode 
where the wind speed will change every few 
seconds. 3 speed settings

OSCILLATION (OSC)

In any mode you can select the fan to oscillate 
from side to side by pressing the OSC icon

Grey icon – fan Off White icon – fan On



WIND SPEED

To select different cooling powers tap the 
WindSpeed icon.

In the default mode of Normal you can select 
speed settings from 1-12 (1) quiet and low speed, 
(12) high speed.
Tap the speed setting that feels the most 
comfortable to you.
In Sleep and Natural mode select speed settings 
from 1 to 3.
Note in the speed setting 3 this will allow the fan 
to cycle up to the fans most powerful wind speed 
setting.

Operating your Fan from the APP

TIMER

To set the timer press the clock icon in the bottom 
left of the screen – above the Wind Speed icon.

When the fan is ON you can set it to turn OFF after 
a number of hours (0.5-7.5 hours) has elapsed.

• In the APP, tap the fan to be operated and 
enter the operation interface. 

• With the power icon on the lower left corner of 
the mobile phone interface is  displaying ON 
and the fan is turned ON.

• Tap the timer button and scroll to select the 
number of hours before the fan will turn OFF 
and tap OK to return to the fan operation 
interface. 

• The timer icon on the lower right will display 
how long before the timer will turn the fan OFF.

To cancel the timer, touch the timer button again 
and the numbers will disappear and just show 
timer.

When the fan is OFF the timer can be set to come 
on after 0.5 to 7.5 hrs. 



CONTROL PANEL LIGHTS

To turn the control panel lights off tap the light 
bulb button. Tap again to turn the control panel 
back on.

Operating your Fan from the APP



Adding Additional Fans

Your Devices list will then show the additional fans 
that you have paired

The phone will then connect to the fan.
Ensure you have a good strong signal from your 
WiFi router.

Note: The WiFi indicator on the fan screen may 
disappear during this pairing process.

Once complete the screen showing the device has 
been successfully added will appear.

Rename the fan if desired.

Tap “Done” to continue.

Choose/confirm which WiFi to connect to.
Note: your phone may pick up other WiFi signals 
(eg. neighbours) so you will need to choose.

Enter your WiFi password

From the “Devices” page of the APP press “Add 
Device” and follow the steps below to pair the new 
fan.



You can rename the fan.
Tap the 3 dots on the top right of the control 
screen of the APP to take you to the next page.

Click “Device Name” and rename the fan. Example: 
Bedroom 1, Dining Room etc. and tap save.

Alternatively you can add the ‘Device Location” to 
identify where the fan is.

DEVICE SHARING SET UP
The person you add will need to have the Goldair APP installed on 
their phone.

Open the “GOLDAIR APP” and tap the 3 dots in the top right of the 
screen.

Tap “Shared devices” and then "Add Sharing" to enter the number 
of the person you want to include or tap the phone icon to select 
the persons phone number. 
Tap “Completed” to complete the addition.

DEVICE SHARING CANCELLATION
Open the “GOLDAIR APP” and tap the 3 dots in the top right of the 
screen. Tap “Shared devices” and then “Add Sharing” and delete 
the phone numbers of shared members to cancel the device 
sharing.

NOTE: There can only be one user operating the fan at a time. The 
APP needs to be closed on all other devices to enable the sharing 
to work.

NOTE: If someone else sets up their phone on the same fan 
without using the “Device Sharing” the original phone will be 
disconnected and the fan will disappear from the device list.

Adding Additional Fans
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